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Status
Closed

Subject
Staging and approval problem on Tiki 3.0

Version
3.x

Category
Error
Usability

Feature
Staging and Approval

Submitted by
gezza

Lastmod by
Nelson Ko

Rating
(0)

Description
Dear All

There is a problem with wiki staging and approval on Tiki 3.0 namely that practically it can not be
switched off once it was turned on.

Description:

The issue is that if I switch the feature off than edit an approved page than upon save all content of
a wiki page gets duplicated. If I save again, it duplicates again and there is no escape. ("Preview"
shows ok but "minor edit" makes the mistake too).

The same thing happens if staging and approval is switched on with the following setting:

Force bounce of editing of approved pages to staging is NOT marked (preference wikiapproval block
editapproved disabled)

Workaround: if a page gets messed up as described above, switch on staging and approval again,
enable preference wikiapproval block editapproved, make an edit of the page, deleted the
duplicated content, approve and the official page will be fine again

Some more notes: I was working as admin, the site was on TW2.4 before, it was upgraded with the
official 3.0 release only, Staging and approval was switch on the first time, it was not used with 2.4
version

Please resolve this if possible,
Many thanks,
Gezza

https://dev.tiki.org/item2520-Staging-and-approval-problem-on-Tiki-3-0
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Update:

actually it happens now also when we edit a staging page twice. If I edit once, than approve, all is
fine. If I edit twice the staging copy content starts to get duplicated 

Solution
can't reproduce in Tiki 6.

Importance
9 high

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
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Created
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